GENERAL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Selected The

FACILITIES

PLANNING

SERVICES

Group

TO CONSOLIDATE THEIR RESEARCH, DESIGN, MANUFACTURING, AND ASSEMBLY
FUNCTIONS INTO A SINGLE OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENT
General Technology Corporation provides
high quality, reliable printed circuit boards
and electronic assembly services to high
end defense, aerospace, and commercial
clients. World leaders such as McDouglas,
Rockwell International, Boeing, Digital
Equipment, Lockheed Martin, Sandia
National Laboratories, Optical Imaging
Systems, AlliedSignal, Northrop, Hughes,
Honeywell, Litton, General Dynamics,
Raytheon, NASA, and the Defense
Logistics Agency depend on GTC for
quality and reliability.
GTC had their various confidential
operations scattered over the region. This
contributed to a major logistics and
security challenge. To complicate this
challenge, they were experiencing
excellent growth under an aggressive
management team.
To efficiently handle their rapidly growing
assembly commitments, GTC decided to
build a world class facility in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Management wanted a
state-of-the-art facility designed from the
inside out. After an intensive evaluation

process, the Facilities Planning Services
Group of Wilmington, North Carolina was
selected.
GTC realized that before they could work
with an architect or a developer to design
their Optimum Production Environment,
they first needed to profile their operations
and exactly define their assembly need.
Utilizing the unique FPS scientific Flow
Optimum and Resource Management
“FORM” approach, GTC was able to
accurately define their projected facility
assembly needs on a quarterly basis over
their 5 year planning horizon. This
included square feet by function, capital
equipment, labor, number of dock doors,
and dozens of other critical components.
FPS even outlined how it will operate.
This was clearly the most critical
investment GTC could have made to
insure their continued success.

Each operation was analyzed to
determine their current and projected
needs. Many potential opportunities were
analyzed and discussed to improve
service levels and profitability.
A Flow and Cube Analysis was conducted
for each assembly operation to determine
the various requirements of the
consolidated operation. A five year
numerical simulation was done to
determine the optimum cost effective
operational profile. This operational profile
very easily translated into their “Optimum
Layout.”
This was a strict scientific
analyses, void of opinions.
The proven FPS “FORM” approach, has
helped insure that GTC will maintain their
competitive market position well into the
future.
Since 1972, FPS has gained extensive
experience and knowledge in materials
flow Operational Planning and
Implementation in the assembly
environment.
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